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This question has often been tentatively raised by writers on Nietzsche and históri
ám  of the Third Reich bút, in my view, nőt conclusively resolved. Therefore.we 
must ask: which aspects of Nietzschei thought the Nazis appropriated; where they 
distorted his ideas; and how these errors were able to occur.

Unfortunately, these questions must invotve a certain degree of speculation 
since Hitler in fact made no reference to Nietzsche, neither in Mein Kampf nor 
in the speeches, and the few passing remarks we find in the Table-Talk1 suggest 
no more than a superficia! acquaintance. Somé facts we do know, however, are 
that on the Brenner Pass in 1943 Hitler presented Mussolini with a special edi- 
tion of Nietzschei complete works; that Nietzschei anti-Semitic younger sister, 
Elizabeth Förster-Nietzsche, gave Hitler her brother’s walking-stick: and that on 
the occasion of Nietzschei ninetieth ahniversary (15 October 1934) the Führer 
paid a ceremóniái visít to the Nietzsche-Archive at Weimar and was 
photographed publicly beside a búst of him.

It is more in the activities of certain Nazi intellectuals, however, that 
Nietzschei influence is best detected. These included, among many others, 
notably Oswald Spengler, Stefan George, Gottfried Benn and Ernst Wachler. 
Typical tracts circulating at the time were: Alfréd BSumler, “Nietzsche dér 
Philosoph und Politiker" 1931; Richard Oehler, “Friedrich Nietzsche und die 
deutsche Zukunfi" 1935; and Alfréd Rosenberg, “Dér Mythus dér zwanzigsten 
Jahrhunderts” 1930.

In 1937 an extra Nazi building was erected beside the Nietzsche-Archive “to 
give instruction in the spirit of Zarathustra”,2 and on the day of Nietzschei cen- 
tenary a special lecture was delivered there by Alfréd Rosenberg on the 
relevance of Nietzsche to the struggles of National Socialism. The archivei 
founder, Frau Förster-Nietzsche, published a selection of her b ro theri more 
dubious notes on the values of heroism, war and race, originally intended fór his 
unfinished work Dér Witte zűr Macht, and during the First World War she had 
alsó organised a mass distribution of Alsó Sprach Zarathustra to the soldiers at 
the ffont line.

All this indicates a sympathetic interest in Nietzsche on the part of the Nazi 
intelligentsia in relation to the politics of National Socialism. Indeed, extracts 
from the Förster-Nietzsche notebooks were utilised by Goebbels in somé of his
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propaganda procedures, and Hermann Rauschning’s The Revolution o f Nihilism  
in a similar way, according to Ernst Nolte, combined stalements of Hitler with 
quotations loosely drawn from Nietzsche and Ernst Jünger.3 Now the question 
arises; was the Nazis’ misappropriation of Nietzsche the result of an erroneous 
misapprehension determined unwittingly by the will of the age? Or did it repre- 
sent a conscious attempt to fabricate somé spuriously “philosophic” justification 
fór themselves, involving free will and therefore morál responsibtlity? If so, what 
was it in Nietzsche that permitted hím to be misused ín the first piacé?

Essentially, it was Nietzschei doctrine of the WilI-to-Power as an index of 
Goodness which, in a narrowly political sense, the Nazis were to assímilate. His 
Superman was understood as a prefiguration of Führerprinzip, likewise his as- 
sault on Judaeo-Christianity as a variadon on anti-Semitism. Nietzsche had 
agreeably compared his Superman to a beast of prey, “the magnificent blond 
brute, wildly rampant fór spoil and victory”,4 and had rashly declared of 
Napóleon, his Superman por excellence, that “fór such a prize we would welcome 
even the anarchical crash of our entire civilisation.’,s Nietzsche saw the fali of 
Román cívilisadon as a return to barbarism (Hitler shared similar views) and 
despised Judaeo-Christianity fór its encouragement of cowardliness, “resenti- 
ment” and humility in piacé of the values of “pride, exuberance, splendid 
animalism, the instincts of war and conquest, passión, revenge, anger 
Nietzschei politics were quasi-Machiavellian, repudiating parliamentary 
democracy as a product of this same effect morality and advocating a ruling élite 
as the only “authentic” form of govemment. Lastly, he demanded what he called 
a “transvaluation of values”, advocating a morality that went “beyond Good and 
Évii”. “Mán”, he proclaimed, “must grow better and more évii -  thus do I teacb. 
The most évii is necessary fór the Supermani best.”7

However, there were many other equally important aspects of Nietzschei 
thought which the Nazis overlooked; concepts like Etemal Recurrence, spiritual 
integrity, self-struggle and magnanimity, all expressed in subtle poetic metaphors, 
were either ignored or else vulgarised with political connotations. Admittedly, 
Nietzsche was unrealistic about the social implications of his ideas: if the Super
man was a law unto himself, he had no answer to how the ruling élite was going 
to cohere. Bút he did argue that if individuals conquered all that was comfort- 
able or unadventurous withim themselves, then they would no longer need to use 
aggression against others. Again, these priváté dimensions were overlooked.

Here I would add, however, that another variable complicates our attempt to 
pursue the natúré of these differences in more detail. It is that Nietzsche, in a 
sense, anticipated Fascism. He both predicted the collapse of traditional ideology 
which occurred in Europe after the first World War and understood the kind of 
response this was to récéivé from phenomena like political dictatorship. His use 
of the future tense in Zarathustra gave Germán patriots a sense of destiny; his 
belief in the bankruptcy of conventional morality, in the need to defeat nihilism, 
in the inherent chaos of democracy, even his dictum “God is dead” -  all of these
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have been bome out in somé way by the events of this century, and therefore 
Nietzschei philosophy alsó explains Nazism, irrespective of whether his influence 
was openly acknowledged. Indeed, with astonishing accuracy, Nietzsche once 
wrote: “I know my fate. One day there will be associates with my name the 
recollection of something ffightful -  of a crisis like no other before on earth 
Therefore perhaps we should ask nőt only how Nietzsche influeneed Fascism, 
bút how Fascism fulfilled what Nietzsche had already comprehended.

All these philosophic insights, however, would be quite irrelevant if it had nőt 
been fór the concrete political and economic circumstances of Germany which 
enabled Hitler to take Office in 1933. Superficially, one migbt compare him to 
Nietzschean protagonists like Zarathustra, the Anti-Christ or Superman; or 
H itleri struggle to prominence with Nietzschei Will-to-Power; or H itleri myth 
about the Versailles democrats with Nietzschei attack on petty parliamentarians; 
or Mein Kampf and its ethos with Nietzschei self-struggle ("Eure Arbeit sei ein 
Kampf, euer Friede sie ein Sieg\").9 Certainly, when Nietzsche writes like this, 
sinister evocations of Nüremburg spring to mind: “Behold, I teach you the Su
perman”,

The Superman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will say: The Superman 
shall be the meaning of the earth!"10

Yet Hitler in fact attached very little importance to “philosophy”, let alone to 
that of Nietzsche. A. J. P. Taylor contends, “there is nothing to sustain the view 
that he was a close student of Nietzsche”, instead suggesting, “it would be nearer 
the truth tű say that he translated Wagner intő political terms.”11 R. J. Hol- 
lingdale ventures further, “to feel fairly convinced that Nietzsche played no very 
great part in H itleri intellectual education, it is sufficient to have read Mein 
Kampf:’12

Certainly Hitler, unlike Mussolini, was no avid reader of Nietzsche. Bút to hold 
that Nazism owed nothing to intellectual precursors like Nietzsche is to make the 
question of how Hitler gained support from the educated middle-classes a very 
difficult one to answer. Fór it was one such supporter who, in Theodore Abel’s 
survey of 1934 confessed: “In Nietzsche I discovered a bit of my primal self.”13 
Moreover, one cannot dismiss the influence of Nietzsche in Mein Kampf simply 
on the grounds of there being no conscious acknowledgement. After all, Hitler 
was characteristically vague about the sources of his ideas, and Mein Kampf was 
alsó the bestseller to gentlemen as well as thugs.

Indeed, in Book Twű we find passages of deistinctly Nietzschean overtones. In 
Chapter Four, Hitler writes, “a philosophy o f Kfe which endeavours to reject the 
democratic moss idea and give this earth to the best people ... must logically obey 
the same aristocratic principle ... and ensure that leadership .. falls to the best 
m i n d s Compare Nietzschei assertion that societyi task is “nőt what ought to 
succeed mankind in the sequence of species, bút what type of humán being one 
ought to breed, ought to will, as ... the more wortby of life”,14 with H itleri state- 
ment "... the folkish philosophy of life must succeed in bringing about that nobler
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age, ... in elevating mán himself, an age in which the one knowingiy and silently 
renounces, the other joyfully sacrifices and grves”,15 where people, as Nietzsche 
said, “sacrifice themselves to the earth, that the earth may one day belong to the 
Superman.”10

These quotations, however, I select quite arbitrarily. More generaily in Mein 
Kampf, we find paraphrases o£ Social Darwinism, together with an over-riding 
belief in great individuals as initiators of change; Hitler heads one of his chapters, 
“The Strong Mán is Mightiest Alone.”16 These things bear somé relationship to 
Nietzsche, albeit a coarse and tenouous one. Most historians agree that, in prac- 
tice, Hitler knew nothing of Nietzsche except a few of his great catchphrases like 
the Will-to-Power, the Superman or the Master Race. As Werner Maser con- 
ciudes from his analysis, “the only probability is that Hitler acquired from 
Nietzsche a few words to which he gave new currency: such words as ”Macht" 
and “Wille” and the pathos of his exhortation to go beyond contemporary 
morality and “become hard”."17 Hitler appropriated these slogans fór the pur- 
poses of propaganda; concrete evidence extends no further than this.

Yet there is alsó something about these catchphrases ehich, in A J.P. Taylor’s 
words, seemed “made fór Fascásm.”11 J. P. Stem concurs, “it cannot be denied 
that his affective rhetoric ... was to become Central to the ideology of Germán 
Fascism.”18 Taylor even suggests, “Nietzsche’s genius was his curse: if he had 
written less well, he would have never won the adrniration of these solitary souls, 
the dictators.” Then again, these phrases were lifted flagrantly out of context 
without regard fór their underlying concepts; as Hollingdale writes, “what was re- 
quired was the lifting of individual sentences and parts of sentences -  nőt out of 
a mistaken interpretation bút from a desire to falsify.”12

No more was this true than of the Fűrster-Nietzsche notebooks. Here again 
one discovers evidence of Social Darwinism “the weak and infirm must perish; 
that is the first principle of our charity.”19 Nietzsche alsó appears to espouse 
racialism and militarism, even Lebensraum: the State he describes as “a bánd of 
blond beasts, a race of conquerors and masters organised fór war and strong 
enough to organise in their turn, seizing without qualms in their terribte grip a 
population that is perhaps enórmously superior in numbers bút that still lacks 
cohesion...”. Bút this'is a híghly unreliable document and nőt at all representative 
of the Nietzsche corpus as a whole. Indeed, Walter Kaufrnann goes so far as to 
attribute the Nazi’s entire misappropríation of Nietzsche to the machinatíons of 
Elizabeth, its compiler.20 If this solution is too convenient, statements of certain 
Nazi intellectuals do resemble its contents.

In 1919 Ernst Bertram avowed that Nietzsche would represent the “lightning 
breakthrough of the self-knowledge of the Volk at the moment of its greatest 
inner danger”,21 and five years later Spengler certified, “that the Will-to-Power 
is stronger than all axioms and precepts ... -  this constitutes the definitive ap- 
prehension of true history.”22 Mén such as these were in a positiön to monopo- 
lise criticism and publication of Nietzsche’s works, in such a way that, as Hol-
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lingdale writes, subsequently “it was bccause the leading Nietzsche scholars inside 
Germany said Nietzsche was four-fifths a Naa, that the Nazis themselves 
believed it.”12 In 1944, fór example, the Nazi press then ceiebrated Nietzsche as 
“the mán who had expressed the Germán heroic instinct and Will-to-Life”.23 
Evén Martin Heidegger, another authority on Nietzsche, had asserted in 1934 
that, under Hitler, the Germán Volk were “guided by the inexorability of that 
spiritual mission that the destiny of the Germán people forcibly impressed upon 
its history.”24 A  J. P. Taylor concludes írom such evidence, “if the ... Nazis, with 
their Will-to-Power and their Freedom írom Slave Morality, Beyond Good and 
Évii, were nőt the Supermen of Nietzschei imagination, they were too near it to 
be comfortable.”11

Yet Nietzsche conceived his superman as someone of noble, philanthropic 
plans fór the world, someone like Goethe or Peter the Great; he would have 
turnéd in his grave at the thought of Himmler or Goering. Doubtless Günther or 
Bonus saw themselves in this guise; bút in their research they invariably appear 
to have overlooked those all-important qualifications which Nietzsche adds to vir- 
tually every one of his assertioos. It was an intellectual battle he intended when 
in Zarathustra he wrote, “you should seek your enemy, you should wage your 
war -  a war fór your opinions.”9 It was as a spiritual kingdom, nőt a military one, 
that he designated the word ’Reich." By “great suffering” he meant self-induced 
asceticism, nőt malicious torture; and he said “praised be that which makes us 
tough”, affirming the spiritually developed mán, nőt the senseless warlord. Final- 
ly, it was Judaeo-Christianity in generál which Nietzsche detested, nőt Jewry as 
such. Possibly Nietzsche was naive to expect his readers to appreciate these sub- 
tleties; as J. P. Stem comments, “there are many occasions when Nietzsche ar- 
gues as though ”the Will", fór example, “were just such a discmbodied, inde- 
pendent ... principie as Hitler seems to have had in mind.”25

Bút Nietzsche alsó appears to have understood, and despised, that same cult 
of personality phenomenon which Hitler later epitomised. “The hollow head”, he 
wrote, "... heavy with the echo of the great void ... that nearly atways speaks 
hoarse... that speaks aggressively.”26 Nietzsche hated state-worship, demos, 
nationalism. And of the war with Francé in 1870 he warned against precisely that 
impoverishment of culture which was to re-occur seventy years later untíl 
Nazism: "a great victory is a great danger”, hé discemed, fór it risked “the 
defeat, nay extirpation, of the Germán spirit in favour of the Germán "Reich"."27 
As Hermann Glaser pút it, “fór Nietzsche, to be ”good Germán" meant to de- 
Germanize oneself:"2* his Superman was to Champion what he called the “Good 
European”, the model western statesman, nőt somé Teutonic demogogue. 
Hence in 1876 he declared: “present Germany... represents the stupidest, most 
depraved and most mendacious form of the Germán spirit that has ever ex- 
isted.”27 It is firom such evidence as this that J. P. Stem is maved to conciude, 
“Nietzsche, more than any other thinker, understood the situation which Hitler
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exploitcd. In response to this situation Hitler’s messianic image came intő being, 
embodying the religiosity Nietzsche despised.”25

Nazi intellecutals invariably either deprecated these less favourable of 
Nietzsche’s remarks, or else laboured to present them, as did Willhelm Löbsack 
in his essay “Nietzsche and the War”, 1944, as an attack on these same sectors 
of society which National Socialism alsó aimed to eliminate; namely they equated 
his anti-Germanism with his assault on bourgeois-liberalism. His “Good 
European” they interpreted as a prophecy of “the coming struggle fór a new 
Empire”, heroically led by the disciples of the Filhrer. Löbsack then advanced a 
bizarre argument, which betrayed the Nazis’ desperation at the imminence of 
defeat: he praised Nietzsche fór having unmasked the Russian menace as a 
nihilist conspiracy and fór demanding a new ruling élite in Europe expressly to 
push the dangerous colossus back towards Asia. Similar absurdities were ex- 
pressed by Alfréd Rosenberg in his centenary lecture. He cited Nietzsche’s en- 
thusiastic comments on the values of honour and prowess, bút omitted his a cer- 
bic tirades on the Germán army in 1870. Rosenberg then concluded his address 
with an utterance that quite Iáid bare the ludicrousness of the Nazis’ muddled 
and twisted Vision of themselves, as the mythic self-apponited agents of 
Nietzsche’s imagination, committed to the reinstátement of his own pre-Socratic 
utópia, the Age of Heroes: “if we can therefore proudly declare that this Nation
al Socialist Germany is today alone defending this old Europe, if we can perhaps 
say, albeit in another sense than did Nietzsche ... bút in an even deeper way, that 
we today are the ”Good Europeans", then we have historically and honourabíy 
earned the right to do so."29

This evidence would corroborate the view that the Nazis wilfully twisted 
Nietzsche fór immediate credit; social forces, therefore, were nőt the issue here. 
As Hollingdale writes, “it was nőt ignorance or error which was at work here: 
Baumler and Oehler knew veiy well nőne better -  that Nietzsche was nőt a 
nationalist nor an anti-Semite.”12 They exalted “Life” as he had commanded, bút 
at the expense of tolerance, reason and self-control, calling themselves, as Kurt 
Sontheimer pút it, “thinkers who despised thought.”30 Hence Stem indicts, “... 
they flnd their encouragement in Nietzsche’s thinking. Bút where Nietzsche 
anxiously questions ... and tentatively speculates ..., these mén reduce his com- 
plexities and ambivalences to an exaltation of the ”Volksgemeinschaft" ..." Thus 
“they went out of their way ... to offer ... intellectual credentials to a Ieadership 
which did nőt want them,” constructing “complex intellectual arguments in con- 
tempt of ... the mind.”25

It was neatly forgottén that Nietzsche shared no belief in the racial superiority 
of the Teutons, denouncing such notions as “a mendacious swindle”,27 nor any 
nclinations to anti-Semitism; no heed was paid to remarks like, “have aboltshed 
Willhelm, Bismarck and all anti-Semites!” an instruction he wrote in 1889 in a 
éttér to Jacob Burkhardt31 Rónáid Hayman claims from this “he would have 
tated the Third Reich even more, if possible, than he hated the Second”,32 and



Koppét Pinson suggests furthér, “had Nietzsche lived on intő the Tbird Reich he 
would undoubtedly have been one of the first to tand in a Nazi concentration 
camp.”33

Yet it is alsó fair to argue that Nietzsche was scathing of just about everything; 
and in places he becatne self-contradictory as a result. H e detested nationalism, 
yet advocated breeding of his “noble race"; he upheld the Superman bút 
denounced hero-worship; he propounded the Will-to-Power bút resented idolatry 
of the State, assailed the legacy of the Bibié bút admired the Jews and rejected 
reason and Science in the very act of writing profound philosophy. So can we 
take Nietzsche’s statements at face-value, whatever side of the argument?

Perhaps the answer is that these paradoxes are his essence. The nihilist 
despairs simply in order to justify the Superman, who in his turn “lövés in con- 
tempt” bút is still the “something to be overcome”.34 Abstruse paradoxes such as 
these are, however, nőt always clear; sincere comment may be obscured by ironic 
paraphrasing or ambivalent charicature. Fór example, as R. D. ’O. Butler noted, 
“if Nietzsche was nőt actually a racialist, he wrote a good deal could invoke a 
completely different picture of Nietzsche depending on which quotations are 
setected. Certainly he gave the Nazis openings; his ideas do admit distortion. One 
French writer, Léon Brunschvig, has seen this as the key to Nietzsche’s Fascist 
legacy: by their intrinsic acceptance or contradiction, Nietzsche placed his ideas at 
the disposal of intellectual opportunists with quite different concerns. Hence 
"their punishment is that their antithesis still resembles them."36

It is these contradictions that now offer us clues as to the reason fór 
Nietzsche’s subsequent misuse. The most important of these was his attitűdé to 
Germán ideology. His paradox was that, as Glaser observed, “his work promoted 
what he rejected”,28 nőt because other mén plundered him, bút because the net 
impact on his work of colleetive aspirations in the society of his own day ex- 
ceeded that of what he may have consciously protested to be the contrary. 
Nietzsche was the direct product of contemporary Germán society, whether he 
liked it or nőt. Besides, to propose Nietzsche’s “anti-Germanism” as an argument 
against his alleged Nazi connections is to assume that the two Reichs, Bismarck’s 
and Hitler’s, were in somé way comparable, and this in itself is only to reinforce 
my belief in the existence of an uninterrupted continuum of ideology ffom the 
Germany of Nietzsche’s day to the Germany of Hitler. Taylor in fact takes this 
to an extreme: “from Luther to Hitler the Germans have always wanted an iron 
framework of discipline to keep them in reasonable order.”n  If this rings alarm 
bells of historical determinism, Thomas Nipperdey’s rejoinder would be fair: “it is 
a rather petty endeavour to stretch Wagner or Nietzsche or Max Weber on the 
Procrustean bed of our concept of democracy and examine them fór ”pre-Fas- 
cist" tendencies ... That is the tyranny of suspicion."37

Nevertheless, we sec there is this Hegelian ideology-nexus, through which 
Nietzsche’s responsibility must be traced. Now we must ask: how, fundamentally, 
was Nietzsche’s Fascist association able to arise? Bút before answering this, I
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would fírst add that here causal exptanations would still nőt excuse the Nazis, nor 
would ít be right to criticise Nietzsche simply on the basis of this connection 
having arisen subsequently. On the other hand, if the link between Nietzsche and 
Hitler could be proven as an historically logical one, then such a criticism would 
be considerably more legitimate. It would simply demonstrate that Romanticism 
of this literary-pbilosophic kind does conceal one of the most potentially 
dangerous of western ideologies.38

Somé historians cite weaknesses in Nietzschei argument. A. J. P. Taylor 
describes his work as “raving made and savagely intolerant”, suggesting even that 
his Will-to-Power was somé kind of cosmic irony: "it was a provocation, almost a 
joke ... a jeering reference to the contemporaiy Germán craze fór the power of 
the State.”11 Similaríy perceiving in Zarathustra and Dér Wille zűr Macht the ín- 
ception of Nietzschei insanity, Hermann Glaser frames this as the reason fór his 
subsequent legacy of nihilism; “Nietzschei call fór the Blond Beast”, fór the 
“dangerous life”, fór “dwellings at Vesuvius”, grew out of an internál instability 
which heightened itself intő madness."28

Another explanation looks at Nietzschei belief in the necessity of “aesthetic 
living.” It was Gottfried Benn who upheld his obscure asse.rtion, “only as an aes
thetic phenomenon is the world and all being justified.”39 Nietzsche had argued 
that, in future, artist and politician were to be one and the satne being: "... they 
come like fiaté, ... like lightning”,40 he declared, and here one recalls that same 
“lightning” imagery of which Hitler likewise made extensive use. Life was richer 
the more it was tragic, because war ennobled aesthetically. Society was to be the 
organic harmony, perfectly formed by this one artist-Superman -  in effect along 
lines nőt very different frora those of “Kraft durch Freude”. Yet these implica- 
tions Nietzsche apparently did nőt forsee. Hence, as J. P. Stern sees it, we may 
say he aspired to “a fatal confusion of aesthetic, ethica! and personal values”, 
which the Nazis subsequentty politicised.25

Underpinning this again was Nietzschei prophetic Vision. Stern remarks that in 
1918, fór example, “the moment of defeat and the period of anarchy following 
the defeat do have about them something of that "lightning" quality of which 
Nietzsche had spoken thirty years earlier."25 Indeed it was as if Nietzschei 
“prophecies” gave morál sanction to what the Nazis were going to do anyway. Or 
perhaps his ideas did nőt merely elucidate what was to happen inevitably, as I 
suggested at the outset, bút by his very influence he moulded precisely these so- 
cial forces which were to result in Germanyi acceptance of Hitler. Therefore 
perhaps, as Willhelm Grenzmann claims, “far írom braking humanityi plunge to 
destruction, he deliberately hastened it.”41

Grenzmann is nőt alone in emphasistng Nietzschei responsibility fór Fascism. 
Peter Gay speaks of that “humourless overevaluation of ideas at the expense of 
experience” which characterised intellectual attitudes of Nietzschei day.31 
Bertrand Russell, in foct, seems to have borne an unfounded prejudice against 
Nietzsche, simply by linking him to the Third Reich: “I will nőt deny that, partly
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as a result of his teaching, the reál world has become very like his nightmare, bút 
tbat does nőt make it nay the less horrible.”42 Russell does nőt recognise 
Nietzsche’s poetic ticence, denouncing hím on purely ethical grounds and, in a 
sensc, ptayíng intő the hands of the Nazis’ own equivalent misunderstandings in 
the political sphere. Another writer, R. D. ’O. Butler, likewise overestimates 
Nietzsche’s responsibility, holding that the Nazis’ “Reál design was nothing less 
than the Nietzschean transvaluation of values, the education of Germans in Ger- 
manity, the nihilistic revolution which would nőt stop at smashing countries bút 
would wreck the very hearts of mén ...”;35 all this he attributes to Nietzsche as its 
root cause.

Thcse errors find extreme expression in Willhelm Grenzmann’s emotional 
UNESCO essay c. 1949.41 Grenzmann claims Nazism took from Nietzsche nőt a 
call fór anti-nihilism bút its exact opposite, nihilism itself, a secret exhortation to 
annihilate the world. He exclaims, “the Superman of modem times is the politi- 
cal dictator ... Bút his partner the individual ... is a grey faceless being ... He is a 
mere fragment of the generál chaos, the matériái that the Superman moulds and 
masters ...” Grenzmann interprets Nazi terrorism as the expression of Nietzsche’s 
terrible argument that honour achieves more than lőve since lőve was merely the 
outcome of fear. Finally he alleges: “Nietzsche wanted to destrpy everything, root 
and branch; bút his impassioned thought blinded him to such an extent that he 
cauld nőt see the foundations of the edifice; ... he took no account of contradic- 
tions; he ignored System ...”

This fanatic position cannot stand fór it is surely tantamount to blaming 
Nietzsche fór the wbole phenomenon. Grenzmann alsó predicates his argument 
entirely on the contents of the Förster-Nietzsche notebooks, which, as I indicated 
earlier, is a misleading document. Moreover is this nőt reading too much intő 
one mán? After all, Fascism was only one amongst many other of Nietzsche’s 
influences, and, conversely, Nietzsche represented only a small fraction of Hitler’s 
numerous mythologies. Then as an altematjve to the Superman, perhaps one 
could cite Wagner’s Siegfried or Goethe’s Faust, alsó Hegel’s power-doctrine or 
Bergson’s “élan vitai” instead of the Will-to-Power. Bút it will nőt do either, to 
dismiss the connection altogether as Kaufmann and Hollingdale have attempted; 
my evidence disproves this possibility. The most balanced conclusion I have 
found is that of the American histórián, Koppéi Pinson, who expresses it like 
this: “Nietzsche like Hegel and all ’dynamic’ philosophers, must bear the respon- 
sibility fór having set upon the sea of Germán and European culture a lót of 
ideas and phrases which allowed themselves to be vulgarised and distorted.”33

In conclusion, we see therefore that the influence of Nietzsche on Hitler can
not be explained except as part of one intellectual trend, among several others, in 
the histoiy of ideas generally. Fritz Stern43 and JefErey Herf,44 fór example, 
loosely account fór it in terms of “the Conservative Revolution” or the “Reac- 
tionary Modernism”, positing Nietzsche as its origínal spokesman. A Marxist ex- 
planation might present Nietzsche as the ethical counterpart of capitalism in its
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historic resort to force in defence of the traditional ideas and economics of 
western civilisation. Altematively, one could view Nietzsche as the forerunner of 
existentialism who beid that, sínce mankind determines his own destiny, Göod- 
ness is defiűed by the extent to which this destiny is fulfilled in life, authenticated 
in selfhood, no malter how disastrous its consequences may turn out to be. It 
was possibly this kind of apocalyptic mentaiity, fór example, which led Martin 
Heidegger to extol Hitler in 1934. 5

These conclusions may sound speculative. Nonetheless, they are rooted ín the 
credibility of those quotations from Nazi literature which I have analysed and 
found to relate, in part, to certain of Nietzsche’s original concepts.

The relationship of Nazism to Nietzsche was therefore a logical one; although 
it alsó involved a substantial element of distortion and conscious selectivity. Hit
ler personally knew little more than a few of Nietzsche’s principal catchphrases, 
bút it was Níetzscbe’s originat influence which helped fashion those forces of 
Germán society which were later to facilitate Hitler’s rise to power. The implica- 
tions of this fór the integrity of Nietzsche are nőt to be found alarming -  this is, 
I believe, precisely the reason why the question has so far stimulated only a mild 
response from historians. On the contrary, this contentous problem of how 
Nietzsche influenced Fascism has to be accepted, I béliévé, de facto, as a neces- 
sary historical development to be treated and approached as such.
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